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Abst ract - -Severa l  coupling techniques, uch as the nonconforming constraints, penalty, and hy- 
brid integrals, of the Ritz-Galerkin and finite difference methods are presented for solving elliptic 
boundary value problems with singularities. Based on suitable norms involving discrete solutions at 
specific points, superconvergence rates on solution derivatives are exploited by using five combina- 
tions, e.g., the nonconforming combination, the penalty combination, Combinations I and II, and 
symmetric ombination, For quasi-uniform rectangular grids, the superconvergence rates, O(h2-~), 
of solution derivatives by all five combinations can be achieved, where h is the maximal mesh length 
of difference grids used in the finite difference method, and (i(> 0) is an arbitrarily small number. 
Superconvergence analysis in this paper lies in estimates on error bounds caused by the coupling 
techniques and their incorporation with finite difference methods. Therefore, a similar analysis and 
conclusions may be extended to linear finite element methods using triangulation by referring to 
existing references. Moreover, the five combinations having O(h 2-~) of solution derivatives are well 
suited to solving engineering problems with multiple singularities and multiple interfaces. (~) 2001 
Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
As a cont inued study of [1,2], in this paper,  superconvergence rates of solution derivatives are pur- 
sued by several combinat ions of the Ritz-Galerkin and finite difference methods (s imply wr i t ten 
as RG-FDMs) .  In [1], only the penal ty  combinat ion is discussed; in this paper,  five combinat ions 
are explored together  for comparisons and deep insight of algorithmic nature; in [2], only opt imal  
convergence rates are derived for three combinations. There exist many reports on superconver- 
gence of single methods,  for instance, finite element methods,  finite difference method,  and the 
finite volume element method,  see [3-12]. 
Since the solution domains of ell iptic problems often involve concave corners, and since they 
may also be composed of different materials,  solution derivatives are unbounded at the singu- 
lar points. Tradi t ional  finite difference methods (or finite element methods)  based on discrete 
approx imat ion  of derivatives by difference quotients, therefore, incur a reduct ion of convergence 
rates of the approx imate  solutions. Hence, new finite element methods and combined methods are 
0898-1221/01/$ - see front matter (~) 2001 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. Typeset by .AA~-TEX 
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developed to deal with singularity problems, to regain optimal convergence or even superconver- 
gence rates, such as those of the local refinements [13]. Here we should mention other techniques 
to deal with the solutions with singularities, uch as singular elements in [14,15], infinite elements 
[16--18], singular function method [19-22], the p-version of FEM [23~24], combination of finite 
element and boundary element methods [25], the T-complete method [26], natural boundary el- 
ement methods [27,28], conformal transformation methods [29,30], and many others [31-35]. A 
systematic review on these techniques i  given in [36, Chapter 2] with several hundred references. 
In this paper, we employ the combined methods of [37-40] for solving singularity problems. In 
combined methods, different numerical methods are used in different subdomains simultaneously. 
Let the solution domain S be divided into a singular domain $2, where there exists a singular 
point of the solution, and a subdomain $1 where there does not. The Ritz-Galerkin method using 
singular functions is used in $2 to best approximate he solution singularity, but the traditional 
finite difference method can also be used in $1. Some additional integrals along their common 
boundary F0 play an important role in matching the two different methods. For coupling different 
admissible functions, the penalty combination along F0 employs the penalty integral involving 
the solutions. On the other hand, generalized combinations employ the hybrid integrals involving 
also the solution derivatives. The coupling techniques in combinations are important to maintain 
optimal convergence, superconvergence, and numerical stability. 
Optimal convergence rates of combinations of the Ritz-Galerkin and finite element methods 
(RG-FEMs) are reported in [2,39]. In this paper, we will focus on superconvergence analysis 
of the coupling strategies and their incorporation with the finite difference method. Since the 
finite difference method is a special kind of finite element method, the analysis and conclusions in
this paper may be extended to finite element methods using triangulation. For simplicity, quasi- 
uniform rectangular g ids are taken into account so that a systematic analysis of different coupling 
strategies in various combinations can be briefly presented together. The superconvergence rates 
O(h 2-~) of solution derivatives by all five combinations of RG-FDMs can be achieved, where h 
is the maximal mesh length of difference grids used in the finite difference method, and 5(> 0) 
is an arbitrarily small number. It is worth noting that suitable discrete norms are important in 
achieving superconvergence rates. 
While using finite difference methods, usually triangular elements are necessarily employed 
near the exterior and interior slant boundary, we can prove that only the lower convergence rate 
O(h 3/2) can be obtained by the traditional treatments of the finite difference methods given in [1]. 
Below, we first describe five combinations of the RG-FDMs in Section 2, then estimate rror 
bounds of the solutions, and derive superconvergence rates in Sections 3-5. In Section 6, the 
results of numerical experiments ofMotz's problem are given to support he theoretical nalysis 
made in Sections 3-5. Also, we address the importance ofthe error norms chosen for convergence 
analysis; and describe the methods to compute the error norms. 
2. COMBINAT IONS OF  RG-FDMS 
Consider the Poisson equation with the Dirichlet boundary condition 
-Au  = -- \Ox2 + Oy2] = f (x ,y) ,  
u=0,  
(x, y) C S, (2.1) 
(x, y) e r, (2.2) 
where S is a polygonal domain, F(= OS) is the exterior boundary of S, and the function f is to be 
sufficiently smooth. Let the solution domain S be divided by a piecewise straight line Fo into two 
subdomains $1 and $2. The Ritz-Galerkin method is used in $2 where there may exist a singular 
point, and the finite difference method is used in $1. For simplicity, the subdomain $1 is again 
split by difference grids into small quasi-uniform rectangles []ij, where [~ij = {(x, y), xi < x < 
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Xi+l, yj  <_ y <_ Y j+ I} .  Denote ui,j = u(x i ,y j ) ,  hi =- Xi+l - x i ,  k j  = Y j+I  - Y j ,  and the maximal 
mesh spacing h = maxi,j(hi, k j ) .  The quasi-uniform difference grids imply that there exists a 
bounded constant C independent of hi and kj such that h/min i , j (h i ,k j )  < C. The boundary 
difference nodes (i, j) are always placed on 0S1. 
The conventional finite difference method can be regarded as a special kind of finite element 
method, by using piecewise bilinear interpolatory functions Vl (x, y) on [2]ij, 
1 
Vl(X,  y)  = ~ {(Xi+l - x) (y j+ l  - y )v i j  4- (2c - x i ) (Y j+ l  - y )v i+ l , j  (2.3) 
+(Xi+l - x) (y  - y j )v i , j+ l  -b (x  - x i ) (y  - y j )v i+ l ,3+l}  , for (z, y) • [Z]ij, 
and by approximating integrals by the following specific rules (see [38]): 
$1 • • Oij ' " []~j [:]i9 ~3 ~3 
//O~j UxVcc ds (2.5) )] - 2 u~ i+-~,3  vz i+~,3  +uz  i+~, j+ l  vx i+~,2+1 , 
~ij / / fvd8 :E{~i~4 J [fijvij J-fi+l,jVi+l,j-~fi,j+lYi,j+l-J-fi+l,j+lVi+l,j+l] } , (2.6, 
[] i j ij 
where u~( i  + (1/2),j) = u~(x i+(1 /2) ,y j )  and xi+(1/2 ) = (1/2)(xi + Xi+l). 
In $2, we assume that the solution u can be spanned by u = ~i=1 ai ~i, where ai are the 
expansion coefficients, and ~i( i  = 1, 2,. . .  ) are complete and linearly independent basis functions 
in L2($2). {¢i} may be chosen as analytical and singular functions. Then the admissible functions 
of combinations of the RG-FDMs are written as 
V-  -~ V l ,  in $1, 
v= v + =fL(ai ) ,  inS2, 
(2.7) 
where  v 1 is given in (2.3), 5i are unknown coefficients to be sought, and fL(ai) L : Ei~-lai~i • 
If the particular solutions of (2.1) and (2.2) can be chosen as ~i, the total number of ~i used 
will be greatly reduced for a given accuracy of solutions (2.7). Considering the discontinuity of 
solutions on F0, i.e., 
v + ¢ v-, on F0, (2.8) 
we define the space 
H : {v Iv c L2(S), v • Hi(s1), and v • H'(S2)} , 
where Hi(S1) is the usual Sobolev space. 
Let Vh(C_ H) denote a finite dimensional collection of functions v in (2.7) satisfying (2.2). The 
combinations of RG-FDMs involving integral approximation on F0 can be expressed by 
gth (Uh, v) = ]h(V),  Y v • Vh, (2.9) 
where 
A 
$1 2 
f iv :JJ . .:zJJ 
$1 ij Dij" 
(2.10) 
(2.11) 
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A 
Pc 
(2.12) 
f / Ov+ Av-'~ × (v+ - ~-) ee- W-gV + ~n ] (~+ - u-) de, 
Fo 
where Au-/An[(z,yj)ero = (u-(xi + hi, yj) - u-(xi ,  yj))/hi. 
In the coupling integrals (2.12), Pc(> 0) is the penalty constant, a is the penalty power, and 
a(_> 0) and/~(_> 0) satisfy a +/3 = 1 or 0 . The first term on the right side of (2.12) is called 
the penalty integral, and the second and third terms, the hybrid integrals. Four combinations 
of (2.9) are obtained from different parameters in (2.12) (see [2,39]). 
(I) COMBINATION I: a = 0 and ~3 = 1. 
(II) COMBINATION II: a = 1 and/3 = 0. 
(III) SYMMETRIC  COMBINATION:  C~----~ = 1/2. 
( IV )  PENALTY  COMBINATION:  O~ = /~ ---- 0. 
In addition, we consider the nonconforming method, in which f)(v, v) -= 0 in (2.10) and a direct 
continuity constraint, 
v + (Zk) = v-  (Zk), VZk E F0, (2.13) 
is imposed at all interface nodes Zk located on Fo. We denote by ~fh the subspace of Vh satisfy- 
ing (2.13). We then obtain the nonconforming combination 
I (~ , , )  = ].(v), v~ e %, (2.14) 
where 
/ /  vuvvd  +//vuVvd . I21 ) I(u, v) 
J J  S~ J J s  
In this paper, we denote by UN and Uh the solutions of the nonconforming combination (2.14) 
and other combinations (2.9), respectively. 
The approximate integrals D(u, v) on F0 use the integration rules 
o Fo o k=l  6 
{2~ (z~_l) ~ (zk-0 + ~ (zk-,) ~ (z~) + ~ (zk) ~ (zk-1) + 2~ (z~) ~ (zk)}, 
(2.16) 
N1 where F0 = [Jk=l F(0 k), F(o k) = Zk-1 Zk, Zk-lZk denotes the length of Zk_lZk, and ~ and 7) are 
the piece.wise linear interpolatory functions on F0. For the interior boundary F0, we have 
f Ou- f ou- f ou- o -5Vn (v+ - v-) ~e = o ~ (v+ - . - )  dy + o ~ (v+ - ~-) dx 
(2.17) 
Fo-XT~ (~+-v-)  ey+ ro -~ (v÷-v- )  ex= Fo-~n ( '÷-~- )  ee" 
Note that this integration rule is also suited for slant straight lines of boundary F0 when using 
triangular elements. 
Suitable norms should be defined for establishing error bounds for the solutions by combina- 
tions. We thus define ( )1. 
Pc 2 (2.18) II~lth = llvll~,s, + tMJ~,s. + ~ Ifv+-v-I IO,~o , 
(llvlll,s, + IIvHl,s,) v2 ilvlll = 2 2 , (2.19) 
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where Ilvll i,s~ is the Sobolev norm (see [11,41]). Optimal convergence rates of numerical solutions, 
Ildlh = Ilu - Uhllh = O(h) ,  have been obtained in [2,39]. 
In this paper, we pursue superconvergence based on the new norms 
- -2  2 P~ 2 ) 1/2 
Ilvllh = IlVJll,S, + Ilvlll,s~ + ~ Itv+ - v-llo,ro 
- -2  2 1/2 
(2.20) 
(2.21) 
where the norms with discrete summation are defined by 
2 - -2  .2 
Ilvlll,S~ = Ivl~,s~ + Ilvllo,s~, 
[?)I1,S1 = E (Vv)2ds '  
ij [~ij 
Ilv+ - v-I I0,ro : (v + - v - )  2 de. 
Fo 
tlvllo,sl = ~ v 2 ds, 
ij Qij 
(2.22) 
(2.23) 
(2.24) 
A A 
The discrete formulas, ff[]{~ (Vv) 2 ds and f fmuv 2 ds, are given by (2.4)-(2.6), and the integra- 
tion fro v2 dg is given in (2.16). Notice that the definition of IIV[lh agrees with the integration 
rules used in the combinations (2.9), and this norm will play an important role in obtaining 
superconvergence of the solutions. 
The superconvergence rates of Hd[h = O(h2-~) can be achieved by all five combinations for 
the quasi-uniform rectangles; detailed proofs are supplied by Theorems 3.2, 4.2, and 5.1 in the 
subsequent sections. 
3. NONCONFORMING COMBINAT ION 
We can easily prove the following theorem and lemmas (see [38,40]). 
THEOREM 3.1. The solution UN of the nonconforming combination (2.14) has the bounds 
{ 
< C ~ inf I l u -  vii1 + O u sup IIw+ - w-I I0,ro IlUN tt[I 1 
- t vev,, On o,ro me~,,. Ilwlll 
+ sup 
~, ,  Ilwlll ~ , ,  Ilwll~ 
(3.1) 
where C is a bounded constant independent of L, h, v, and u. 
LEMMA 3.1. Assume 
I.+l,,ro_<CL*'llv+ll0,Fo, e=1,2, (3.2) 
where #(> 0) is a bounded constant independent of L, h, and v. Then 
I1 +- -IIo,Fo < Ch2I}"l lwl l~, Vwe %. (3.3) 
Let ['~ (c S1) consist of the coordinate grid lines (see Figure 1), and Si be divided by F~ into 
S~ and S~ ($1 = S~ U S~) such that the middle region S~ is located between S~ and $2. Denote 
S~ = $2 U S~, we can also prove the following lemma (see ]38]). 
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S* S 
l l 
g¢ 
S o 
S 2 
F 0 f 
f F ~ 0 
A 
C A D B 
Figure 1. A partition of Motz's problem with MS = 2 where MS is the division 
number on the section DB. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let 
u E C3(81) (3.4) 
hold, where Ck(S1) denotes the space of functions having k-order continuous derivatives. Then 
inf I lu-vi i  I < Ch2+ IIRLIII,S~, (3.5) 
vE'¢h 
where the remainder, RL ---- E~=L+I  aeCe • 
Define 
M~(u) = 
below we prove the following lemma. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let (3.2), (3.4), and 
Oku 
max 
iTj=k<n ~ ' 
(~,y)ES1 
f E C 2 ($1) 
hold. Then there exist the bounds 
(3.6) 
C h 2 L"M3(u)Jlwr] 1, 
_< C h 2 M2(f)rJwJll, 
Vw e~'h, 
Vw E~rh  . 
(3.7) 
(3.s) 
PROOF. 
(i/s. 
we only prove bounds of one term in the right side of (3.9), for example, 
( /~ ,  --~'~ ) --<~ Ch2L~M3(')iiwi"I' "w E Vh" 
The proof for bounds of the other term is the same. By Taylor's formula, we obtain 
lID gds=h'kj [ ( 1 ) , ,2 ( 1 )] R!I,, g i+-~, j  +g i+~, j+ l  + ,,3 
where the truncation errors are given by 
, (3.9) 
(3.10) 
(3.11) 
1 / '~2 ~(1) [h 2 o gij 
¢~2~(2) \ [-",2-(3) 
2k 2° g,J / ° - z ,  020}¢) 
(}~) ~ [:],j, k = 1,2,3,4. 
, (3.12) 
(3.13) 
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Since w(~ ?h) is a bilinear function on [~ij, then we have from (2.3), 
Wxx : Wyy --- O~ 
1 
w~y - h~ ~'-y Iw~y - w i+ l , j  - u '< j+ l  + W~+l,j+l], 
in ~ij, 
in [~ij. 
(3.14) 
(3.15) 
Letting g = u~, wz, we have 
gxx = ~*xxx Wx~ gyy ~ ltxyy Wx q- 2Uxy Wmy: gxy = ~txxy Wx + ~Zxx Wxy. (3.16) 
We can apply (3.12) to the integration rule (2.5) to yield the following bounds: 
= __ k3 O ~i j  
~J RIJ ) < c h~ M~(u) ~ h~ kj I-,~(,~,j)l + h~ j o-TaT~x~ 
/ .~,,2 -(2) ~2-(3) ) 
(3.17) 
(k) E!k) where V~j C E]~j, ul k) = u(~ 0 )' ~3 E ½~j, k = 1, 2, 3. Bounds of the first term of the right-hand 
side in (3.17) can be obtained from the Schwarz inequality 
TI ---- h 2 M3(u) E hi kj [WxQhj)l 
ij 
ij 
< C h 2 M3(u)~71,s ' < Ch 2 M3(u)lJwll 1. 
(13.18) 
For the third term in (3.17), we can see from (3.14), (3.15), and the Schwarz inequality, 
/ "2  -(2) ~2 -(3) X ou~j) Wx~ <CMz(u) h ~h~kj  TI I I= E h~ k~ (0  Uij 2
\ ~ Ox2 - Wxy zJ 
_< c M3(~) h~ h., kj [l~,J - Wi+l , J  - w i , j+ l  "~- Wi+l,.j+l[] 
i j  
( I~+,, j  - ~'~,jI ]wi+i,d+, - w~,j+']) 
_< c M3(~) h ~ hf kj \ L + h, 
/ 
<_ C M3(u)h2]~, _< CMa(u)h2ilwN,. 
(3.19) 
By applying the boundary conditions and coupling relations, the second term of the right-hand 
side in (3.17) may be estimated by summation by parts, 
-. -3 -  tqj 
TII = n~ ~j OxOy wxy  
2~ " ~ '~2- (1) WiT i , j+ l ]  0 Uij [Wij _ Wi+l, J  _ e l , j+  1 ~- <_ k~ OxOy 
(3.20) 
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Denote by OyDij, a vertical segment of cOF]ij, between the vertices (i,j) and (i, j + 1). From 
the assumption, we may locate the vertical segments {Oy[Y]ij} either inside of $1 or just on the 
boundary 0S1. 
CASE I. Oy[:]ij E 81. 
CASE II. Ov[]i j E (981 • 
Since 0S1 = (0S1 N F) (_J (0S1 A F0), Case II can also be split into two following subcases. 
SUBCASE IIa. Oy[:]ij E 0S1 N F. The Dirichlet boundary condition (2.2) for w E ~/'h implies that 
w~,j = w~j+l = O, so that 
E E Iw~j+l-WiJ I=O" (3.21) 
j i 
Case IIa 
SUBCASE IIb. cOu['qi j E 0S1 N F0. In this case, we obtain from the coupling condition (2.13) as 
well as assumption (3.2), 
= W + E E IW~,j+I--W~J[ E E I i,j+l --Wi+jl 
j i j i 
Case IIb Case IIb 
W + 
:Z  E k, I < c,  ,IW+ll,F~ (3.22) 
j i kj -- 
Case IIb 
< c IW+ll,ro _ < CL"  IIw+llo,ro _ < cL ,  IIw+ll,,s, _ < cL,ul,WHl, 
where Fg is the vertical segment of F0. 
Therefore, the second term in (3.17) can be reduced to 
CI ~tij i - - l , j  
TII <_ k 2 (wi'j+l - wij) OxOy OxOy 
I 
o2 -(1) ,,2 .(1) 
+ ~ ° ~'J I~,~+1 - ~jf + ~ o u,__ L I~,,,+~ - ~, j l /  " 
i OxOy i OxOy 
Case IIa Case IIb 
For the first term in the right side of (3.23), we obtain from the Schwarz inequality, 
2 Cai~e I { "~2-(1) 
E kj (wi,j+l --Wij) 0 Uij 
• OxOy 
J 
2 -(1) 
~tij 
j i 
Case I
2-(1) } 
ui- 1 ,j 
OxOy 
2 -(1) 
ui- 1 ,j 
OxOy 
[wi , j+ l  - w i j [  
(3.23) 
(3.24) 
_<CMa(u) h Ek  2 E Iwi'j+l-Wij[=CM3(u) hEk3  E kj 
j i j i 
Case I Case I
< C h2M3(u)lWll <_ Ch2M3(u)NwlI1 • 
Combining (3.21)-(3.23) yields 
TII _< C h 2 [M3(u) + M2(u)L ' ]  HwlI1 _< C h2L • M3(u)HwH1. (3.25) 
The desired result (3.10) is obtained from (3.17)-(3.19) and (3.25); this completes the proof 
of (3.7). The above arguments are different from those in [1] in using different coupling conditions 
along F0. The proof of (3.8) is given in [1]. This completes the proof of Lemma 3.3. 
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Based on Theorem 3.1 and Lemmas 3.1-3.3, we have the following theorem. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let ali the conditions in Lemmas 3.3 and 3.4 hold. Then the solution UN from 
the nonconforming combination (2.14) has the error bounds 
II~N -- ~11, --< C(h  2 + IIRL]tl,S; + h2 L2") • (3.26) 
Also suppose that the number L of the basis functions used for u + in (2.7) is chosen such that 
IIRLIII,S~, = o (h 2) and L = O(Ignhl). (3.27) 
Then there exist the superconvergence rates, HUN -u l l l  = O(h2-~), of the solution UN, where 
3(> 0) is arbitrarily small. 
Theorem 3.2 is a development of superconvergence results in [38] to quasi-uniform rectangular 
grids. 
4. COMBINAT IONS I, II, AND SYMMETRIC  COMBINAT ION 
First, we give the following theorem and lemma without proofs (see [2]). 
THEOREM 4.1. Suppose that there exist two constants Co (> 0) and C1 independent of L, h, 
and u and v such that 
Collvll~h < ah(~,v), v~ E Vh, (4.1) 
ladu,  v)l _< C1 Ilullh II~llh, V~,v Ei Vh. (4.2) 
Then the solution Uh of combinations (2.9) has the error bounds 
f 
I1~ - uhllh <_ C ~ inf I lu -  vllh+ [ v6V~, 
+ sup 
w~v,, IIwllh 
+ sup 
w~v,, Ilwllh 
fro ~°u (w + - w-)  dg 
+ l1 - (a + ~)1 sup 
~v, ,  IIwb, 
+ (a + ~) sup 
,~ev,, Ilwllh 
} +/3 sup an ) 
w~v,. Ilwllh ' 
(4.3) 
where u is the true solution of (2.1) and (2.2). 
LEMMA 4.1. Let 
Or+ 0,So -< CL" (4.4) on IIv+llo,,. o, Vv vh, 
and suppose that a >_ 1 when/5' > O, or a > 0 and h ~ L 2u < C when c~ > O. Then inequali- 
ties (4.1) and (4.2) hold when Pc(> O) is chosen suitably large but independent ofL, h, and v. 
Below we prove the following lemma involving the coupling relations along F0. 
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LEMMA 4.2. Let (3.2) hold for all v ~ Vh, (3.4) and ~ e/-/2(Fo) be given, then for all w ~ Vh, 
PROOF. We first have 
-< II~llo,ro Ilrl - Ollo,ro + ~ - ~ o,ro IIr/llo,ro. 
Let ~ = ou w + b-gn, rl = -w- .  
Since w-  is the piecewise linear function, then r 1 - r) = w + - ,b + . Hence, we obtain from (3.2) 
for all v E Vh, 
o.o,,.+ o+,,.o 
(4.7) 
8u 
! 
I liT+ - w- II0,ro + On ~nn o,ro 
<C h 2 I~nn 0,rolW+12,ro+h 7n 2,rollW+-W-ll0,ro 
(4.8) 
This is (4.5). Next, we obtain 
2( 0. " I .u -~n An (w + - w-)  <- On An 0,rollw + - w-l[o,ro (4.9) 
<_ ChM2(u)[iw + -w-i i0,ro _< Chl+°/2M2(u) ]]wl] h. 
This completes the proof of Lemma 4.2. 
Since the norm 1I v+ - v-ii0,ro is defined by the values (v + - v - )  only on the nodes Zk e F0, 
the solution UN (e Vh) from the nonconforming combination (2.14) has ilu + - v N [[o,ro = 0. Then 
we have from Lemma 3.2, 
inf I iu -v i l  h <_ ]lu--uglih = ]]u uglll <- C h2 + I]RLIII,s; • (4.10) 
vEVh 
Similarly to Lemma 3.3, we have the following lemma. 
LEMMA 4.3. Suppose that (3.2) holds for all v E Vh, and that u E Ca(S1) and f E C2($1). 
Then 
(/~81--J'f S1) ~wds <(C{h2L1t.-}-hl+a/2}M3(u)ilwiih, Vw e Vh, (4.11) 
vw e Yh. (4.12) 
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PROOF. To compare to the proofs in (3.7), the crucial different step in the proof of (4.11) is that 
the estimate (3.22) should be modified, due to lack of the constraint condition (2.13) used in the 
nonconforming combination. Since 
W-4- W ÷ - Wd- - Iw~,3÷1 -w~l <-I i,j+l-w+l +1 i,j+l -wi,.j+ll +l i,j -Wiy), (4.13) 
we can obtain the estimates for (3.22) by using the discrete penalty integral on F0. 
j i 
Case I Ib  
W + W + - _ <-- ~ ~ {I i,j+l - W~I "4-1 i,j+l - Wi,j+II + IW~ -- Wijl} (4.14) 
j { 
Case I Ib  
i +-W-lo,r} _< c lL. llwll, + ~lw 
Hence, the bound (3.25) should be modified as follows: 
• . _< o [ :+  + _< o [ : -  + M3(u) llWHh. (4.15) 
Since the bounds of TI and Tm are the same as in (3.18) and (3.19), then (4.11) is obtained by 
noting ItWlll < Ilwllh. The proof of (4.12) is the same as that of (3.8). This completes the proof 
of Lemma 4.3. 
The constants atisfy c~+/~ = 1 for Combinations I, II, and the symmetric ombination. Hence, 
the fourth term of the right side of (4.3) is zero. So far, we have provided all bounds of other 
terms in (4.3) from Lemmas 4.2 and (4.10)-(4.12). This leads to the following theorem. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let all the conditions in Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2 hold. Then the solution Uh from 
Combinations I and II  and the symmetric ombination has the error bounds 
Iluh - ull~ <_ c (h 2 + hl+~/~ + IIRLII1,s; + h2L~") . 
Moreover, if a >_ 2 and (3.27) hold, then [[u - Uh[]h = O(h2-a). 
In Lemma 4.2 and Theorem 4.2, assumptions (3.4) and ou ~-~ E H2(F0) are needed to derive the 
superconvergence rates O(h2-a). The assumption ~ E H2(Fo) is not severe, compared to (3.4). 
Note that F0 is an artificial interface chosen within S and F0 - $1 n 52, so that there are no 
jumps of the normal derivatives on F0. If (3.4) is given a little stronger as u E C3($1), then 
o___~u C2(F0) leads to ~ E On E Ou H2(Fo). In applications, F0 consists of piecewise straight lines, to be 
located far from the singular points. Usually, the interface F0 is also chosen to be perpendicular 
to the outside boundary F. Hence, the assumption ~ E H2(F0) may be satisfied (see Figure 1). 
5. PENALTY  COMBINAT ION 
For the penalty combination, the constants are chosen. We then have from (2.9), 
ah(Uh,V)=]h(v), Vv ~Vh, (5.1) 
where 
/: /Is "./(,-u->i,-v->,,. 5h(U,V) = S, VuVvds  + , VuVwds  +-~ ro 
The superconvergence of the penalty combination was first discussed in [1], and can be now 
derived easily from the analysis in Section 4. It is easy to prove that for any Pc(> 0) and a(> 0), 
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both (4.1) and (4.2) hold. Also, the error bounds of solution Uh are obtained from (4.3) by letting 
c~ =/~= O, 
~nn (w+ w-)  dg (5.3) 
weV,, ]lWllh + sup ,oev,, Ilwltt~ j 
The bounds of the first three terms in the right sides of (5.3) have been provided in Section 4 
already; only the last terms need to be estimated. We cite a lemma in [1]. 
LEMMA 5.1. Suppose that (3.2) holds for all v ~ Vh; then 
[Iv + - v-N0,ro < Hv+ - v-ll0,ro + C(hL")2Nvll l ,s:,  Vv E Vh. (5.4) 
From Lemma 5.1, we obtain the bounds 
I/to Ou (w+-w -) dE < Ou 
- 7n  O, o <- O, o (5.5) 
Based on (5.3), (5.10), and (4.10)-(4.12), we provide the following theorem. 
THEOREM 5.1. Suppose that u E C3($1), f E C2(S1), and (3.2) hold. Then the solution Uh 
from the penaIty combination (5.1) has the error bounds 
IlUh-~llh <-C{h 2 + h ~/2 + ItRLlll,s~ + (L"h)2} • (5.6) 
Moreover, i ra >_ 4 and (3.27) hold, then IlUh - uil h = O(h2-a). 
6. D ISCUSSIONS AND NUMERICAL  EXPERIMENTS 
6.1. Impor tance  of  E r ror  Norms Chosen  
The superconvergence rates in the norm llellh are significant to the penalty combination, Com- 
binations I, II, and symmetric ombination. Note that the limitation of a = 2 is derived for 
optimal convergence rates in [39] based on the norm ll" Iih given in (2.18). This comparison shows 
that a suitable choice of error norms is important o evaluation of the proposed algorithms. On 
the common boundary F0, the norm (P~/2/h~'/2) [iv + - v-[[0,ro is a discrete solution summation 
over all the interface difference nodes Zk (see (2.24) and (2.16)). This discrete penalty technique 
plays a coupling role in ensuring that v + and v-  will be close to each other only at the interface 
difference nodes Zk. The larger the ratio Pc/h <" is, the smaller the differences [v+(Zk) -v - (Zk) [  
are at all Zk. Therefore, this norm will never cause deterioration of the global error norm [['e[Ih- 
even when Pc/h ~ --+ oc (i.e., Pc -~ oo or cr ~ oc while h < 1). In this case, the discrete penalty 
technique leads to the nodal continuity constraints (2.13) of the solutions at Zk given in the 
nonconforming combination. 
By contrast, a continuous penalty integral, p1/2iiv+ _ v-i[ 0,r0/h a/2, also plays a role in coupling 
v + and v-  on the entire interface boundary F0. Since the admissible functions v+ and v-  in (2.7) 
are different, the norm [iv + - v-[[0,ro can never diminish except for the null solution. Therefore, 
when Pc/h ~ is large or infinite, so is the norm [[ • [[h in (2.18). This leads to a boundedness of a 
given in [39]. 
Besides, a stability analysis is given in [2], to show that the condition number of the associated 
matrix is O(h2+a). Hence, from the viewpoint of stability, we should choose the values of a as 
small as possible. Obviously, Combinations I, II, and the symmetric ombination are superior to 
the penalty combination in numerical stability, compared condition a >_ 2 with cr > 4. 
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6.2. Numer ica l  Exper iments  for Motz% Prob lems 
We consider the Motz problem on the rectangle S ( -1 < x < 1, 0 < y _< 1) in Figure 1: 
Au : O, Ulx<O^y=o = O, ulx=l = 500, (6.1) 
~y=l  0U 0U 
= zz x=- I  =0.  ~yy x>0Ay=0 
The admissible function is (see [38]) 
(6.2) 
{v- ,  L ( ~ )  inS1 ,  
v= v+=Z[)er e+l/2cos g+ 0, inS2, 
g=0 
(6.3) 
where v- is the piecewise bilinear interpolatory functions on the difference partition, (r, 0) are 
the polar coordinates with the origin (0,0), and De are the unknown coefficients to be sought. 
Table 1. Error norms and approximate coefficients from the symmetric ombination 
of RG-FDMs with Pc = 10 and a = 2. 
Div ions II e+ - ¢-I10 o II ¢÷ - II ,ro 
MS=2 
1.963 3.037 
L +1=4 
MS=4 
0.4680 0.7310 
L+l=5 
MS=6 
0.2043 0.3196 
L +1=5 
MS=8 
0.1139 0.1803 
L+I=6 
MS = 10 
0.0727 0.1147 
L+1=6 
Max l l~llo,s I1~111 l l~llh " 1t~Ta ' 5o 51 
3.370 1.1671 21.66 32.95 6.295 399.4392 86.6969 
0.9451 0.2930 10.49 15.82 1.696 400.8742 87.3944 
0.4531 0.1315 0.6941 10.40 0.7691 401.0323 87.5239 
0.2823 0.0572 5.192 7.758 0.4505 401.0887 87.6455 
0.1859 0.0484 4.148 6.192 0.2944 401.1152 87.6493 
The numerical solutions of the nonconforming combination are given in [38]. Numerical solu- 
tions have been obtained from Combinations I, II, the symmetric ombination, and the penalty 
combination, and their error norms are listed in Tables 1 and 2. Since results from Combina- 
tions I, II, and the symmetric ombination are close to each other, we only provide those from 
the symmetric ombination. 
Table 2. Error norms of solutions from the penalty combination of RG-FDMs with 
Pc - -1 .  
Table 2a. The error norms I1~111 and Ilellh. 
Divisions I1~111 IL~llh 
a=l  a=2 a=3 a=4 a=5 a=l  a=2 a=3 a=4 a=5 
MS = 2 
34.43 12.84 7.028 6.294 6.236 69.59 35.75 18.70 10.79 7.631 
L+l=4 
MS=4 
21.15 4.339 1.749 1.658 1.6564 50.65 18.31 6.662 2.819 1.842 
L+l=5 
MS=6 
15.89 2.320 0.7683 0.7410 0.7407 41.76 12.32 3.627 1.264 0.7976 
L+l=5 
MS=8 
12.99 1.491 0.4404 0.4297 0.4297 36.35 9.284 2.358 0.7216 0.4535 
L+l=6 
MS = 10 
11.14 1.060 0.2831 0.2778 0.2777 32.61 7.450 1.688 0.4645 0.2899 
L+l=6 
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Table 2b. The error norms Ilelll and IleHh. 
Divisions [[e111 [lellh 
(7=1 (7---=2 (7=3 (7=4 (7=5 (7=1 (7=2 (7=3 a :4  (7=5 
MS= 2 
39.07 24.07 21.87 21.67 21.65 74.81 45.90 36.18 41.62 66.08 
L+l=4 
MS=4 
22.56 11.09 10.50 10.49 10.49 53.23 23.65 18.11 31.69 82.09 
L+l=5 
MS= 6 
16.38 7.204 6.941 6.939 6.939 43.58 15.95 12.61 29.54 97.96 
L+l=5 
MS=8 
13.10 5.337 5.191 5.191 5.191 37.81 12.04 9.958 28.74 112.0 
L+l=6 
MS = 10 
11.04 4.239 4.147 4.147 4.147 33.85 9.667 8.386 28.39 124.8 
L+l=6 
Table 2c. Other error norms. 
Divisions 
MS=2 
L+l=4 
MS=4 
L+l=5 
MS=6 
L+I  =5 
MS=8 
; L+ l=6 
]MS = lO 
L+1=6 
II~ll0,s 
(7=2 (7=4 
3.145 1.204 
0.7687 0.2938 
0.3450 0.1317 
0.1939 0.0753 
0.1245 0.0485 
II~llo,s Max 
(7=2 a=4 (7=2 (7=4 
3.195 1.1013 10.78 3.449 
0.7655 0.2445 2.600 0.9666 
0.3417 0.1080 1.182 0.4464 
0.1914 0.0619 0.6243 0.2787 
0.1226 0.0398 0.4035 0.1834 
I1~ + - ~-ItO,ro 
(7=2 (7=4 
97.70 2.221 
2.612 0.4673 
1.186 0.1994 
0.6743 0.1104 
0.9344 0.0702 
I1~ + - ~-Iloxo 
o-----2 (7=4 
16.56 3.205 
4.293 0.7261 
1.941 0.3144 
1.101 0.1770 
0.7087 0.1125 
[ )0  - Do  
(7=2 o '=4 
9.376 2.127 
2.189 0.2947 
0.9808 0.1258 
0.5529 0.0699 
0.3552 0.0444 
F rom Table  1, we can see the  fol lowing empir ica l ,  asymptot i c  relat ions:  
1161~1 = ]lUh -- Ull 1 ~-~ 0 (h2-5)  , (6.4) 
IH[h = O(h) ,  IH]I = O(h) ,  Ilello,s = 0 (h2) ,  Max  = Ile]l~,s = 0(h2-6) ,  (6.5) 
It~+-~-II0,ro=O(h2), II~+-~-II~,ro=O(h~), D,-f) ,=O(h2), as i=0,1 .  (6.6) 
Equat ion  (6.4) is cons istent  w i th  the  superconvergence rates. Equat ions  (6.5),(6.6) are all opt ima l  
convergence rates. 
Take as an example  the  pena l ty  combinat ion  [39]. We will invest igate convergence rates in 
var ious norm def init ions and the  inf luence of  a upon convergence rakes. F rom Table  2a and 
F igure  2a, we find that  
( ) - I l e l lh - -o  h ~/2  , for  ~ = l ,  2,  3,  I le f lh=O(h2-6) ,  fo ra=4,5 .  (6 .7 )  
Equat ions  (6.7) per fect ly  ver i fy Theorem 5.1. Also f rom F igure  2b, we see that  
Ilelll = 0 (h 2/3) , for ~ = 1, 
Ilelll = 0 (h  a/2) , for a = 2, (6.8) 
It~111-- o (h2-a), for cr = 3 ,4 ,5 .  
When cr = 1,2, 3, the  exper imenta l  convergence rates of I[elll are a l i t t le h igher  than  those  of Ilellh 
(note Ilel[1 < IleIIh). The  error  norm I¢11,s1 = O(h 2-6) impl ies that  the  average noda l  der ivat ives  
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Figure 2a. The error norm IMIh. 
in Sx are O(h2-~), and that the majority of maximal derivatives are O(h2-~). Under a posteriori 
interpolation as in [12], the global superconvergence rates O(h 2-~) in $1 and $2 can also be 
achieved in [42]. 
Next, we can discover from Table 2b and Figure 2c, 
II~llh = o (hV~), for 0 = 1, II~llh= O(h), for o= 2, (6.9) 
ll~llh -- o (ha/4) , for 0 = 3, II~llh= 0(1), for 0= 4, (6.10) 
II~llh = 0 (h -1/2) , for 0 = 5. (6.11) 
The optimal convergence rates O(h) can be reached only when o = 2 (see [39]). However, 
[[e[[h --~ C¢ as o = 5. From Table 2c and Figure 2d, we can also see that 
II~I11 = o (h ~/4) , fo r  a = 1, II~II~ = O(h), for ~ = 2,3,4,5.  (6.12) 
Surprisingly, the optimal convergence rates O(h) in Ilelll can always be obtained when cr > 2. 
Therefore, equation (6.11) does not lead to a real divergence of numerical solutions. This com- 
parison underscores the importance of the norms chosen. The norms [Jell1, in particular, [[ell 1 
and Ilellh, should be used to replace ][ellh in both analysis and computation. From Table 2c, the 
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optimal convergence rates (6.5) and (6.6) also hold when a = 2, 4. Overall, the penalty combi- 
nation is simple, the nonconforming combination basic, and Combinations I, II, and symmetric 
combination are flexible for wide application, and beneficial in better stability. 
A comparison on these five combinations are made here; numerical comparisons of the combined 
methods with other methods uch as [16,30] are made in [37], and more comprehensive expositions 
of combinations and coupling techniques are given in the monograph [36]. 
6.3. Techn iques  for Eva luat ing  Er ror  Norms 
In this section, we describe the methods for seeking the true coefficients De and the techniques 
for computing the error norms ii¢l]h. 
The true solution of Motz's problem is given by the expansions 
(1) 
u = Z Dere+l/2 cos g + 0, in S. (6.13) 
g=0 
The leading coefficients De can be obtained from the boundary approximate method (BAM) 
in [43], 
34 
g=0 
having the maximal errors 5.4 × 10 -9 at x = 1. I am grateful to Lucas and Oh in [44] for pointing 
out an error of D31 in [43]: the factor 10 -s should be corrected to 10 -9. The correct digits are 
D31 = -0.3405273585694 × 10 -9. 
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The solution errors of combinations in Tables 1 and 2 are conducted, based on the true coef- 
ficients De given in [43]. The BAM is, indeed, a development of Fox, Henrici and Moler [33], in 
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the case that local and piecewise particular solutions are used. The BAM and the method of [33] 
are the most accurate methods for seeking the entire solutions (6.13) in S of Motz's problem. 
However, the conformal transformation methods (CTM) of Whiteman and Papamichael [30] and 
Rosser and Papamichael [29] are most accurate in seeking the leading coefficients De in (6.13). 
Below, let us briefly describe the techniques to compute the error norms (2.18)-(2.24). Since 
the discrete norms IlvltLs~ are easy to evaluate, we only focus on how to compute the error norms 
][el[1,s ~ in (2.18)-(2.21) involving singularities, where ~ = u - Uh (or e = u -- UN). We have 
2 2 2 
= II~llo,s~ + (6.15) 
By using the Green formula and the boundary conditions in (6.1) and (6.2), 
2 $2 o 
(6.16) 
where 
if+ = U -- Uh + 
L ( ) N ( 1 )  (6.17) 
= ~ De - ISe Ce + ~ DeCe, Ce = r e+l /e cos e + O, 
e=0 e=L+I  
N = 34 and L = 3 - 5 in Tables 1 and 2. De and I3e are the coefficients from the BAM in [43] and 
the combinations in this paper, respectively. Note that the errors e in (6.17) on F0 are no longer 
singular because F0 is far from the singular point (0,0). Hence, we may choose the Gaussian rules 
of integration to evaluate the right-hand side of (6.16). In computation, we use the Gaussian 
rules with six nodes on OD~j N F0 n $2. 
Next, consider the error norms 
2 f fS  E2 II~ll0,s~ = ds, (6.18) 
2 
Since the integrand e2 in (6.18) is not singular either, we may choose the traditional integration 
rules in two dimensions in [41,45]. In fact, even for the leading error 
the function 
eo = (D0 i~0) 1/2 0 -- r COS ~,  
eo 2= Do-Do rcos 2~= D0-50  2 
is smooth enough, when Do and I)o are given. In fact, eo 2 E H2-5($2), 0 < ~ <~ 1. 
For the division of Figure 1, we may divide $2 into the uniform squares [5] + as those in $1: 
$2 = Ui j [ ] i  +, then 
+ Furthermore, let [~+ be refined again into smaller uniform squares Dij,ke, i.e., l-3ij = LJk,e[Z]~j,ke. 
Then we may evaluate the integrals in (6.19) by the simplest composite centroid rule, 
//o --//o Area  , ; k,e ~,~, k,e (6.20) 
+ where Gij ,kg is the center of gravity of F]ij,k I. The error norm ]l~ll0,s2 in this paper is computed 
by (6.20); error analysis can be done to show its validity. 
In summary, for Motz's problem, the direct evaluation on [le[[0,s2 is not difficult, but the direct 
evaluation on M 1,s2 must be avoided. Our approach is to compute the rightmost of (6.16) instead. 
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